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Radiation transport and multiple scattering calculations are presented and compared with
experimental observations to characterize light attenuation in high emissivity nanopowders
irradiated with low power laser light at room temperature, and to explain the associated white light
emission and the onset of melting. Using radiation tuned to an absorption resonance of Yb31

dopants in Y2O3 nanopowder, we observed the onset of intense blackbody emission above a
well-defined intensity threshold. Local melting of the compact above threshold leads to the
formation of single crystal microtubes. Evidence is provided to show that two-flux transport theory
and diffusion theory both significantly underestimate the absorption due to dependent, multiple
scattering and that the threshold for the thermal runaway process responsible for this behavior is
very sensitive to porosity of the random medium. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1667274#

I. INTRODUCTION

Properties of porous random nanomedia can be quite dif-
ferent from those of uniform solids of the same composition.
In recent years it has been confirmed that the microscopic
details of porous networks strongly affect their thermal
conductivity,1 local fields,2 and radiative lifetimes of lumi-
nescent impurities both through changes in effective dielec-
tric constant3 and quantum size effects.4 It has also been
shown that electrically pumped, continuous-wave laser ac-
tion can be sustained in nanoscale regions of rare-earth-
doped nanopowders without any apparent cavity.5,6 Here we
present evidence that other aspects of thermal and optical
transport in highly porous, ultrafine nanopowders are dra-
matically different from those of homogeneous solids.

In this article, unexpectedly efficient laser heating of
high emissivity oxide powders doped with trivalent rare-
earth ions is reported. As a function of incident optical inten-
sity, under steady-state conditions, luminescent emission
from the powder sample is shown to undergo a sequence of
stages involving the appearance of upconversion,7,8 its sub-
sequent quenching and eventual reappearance of emission in
the form of a broadband visible continuum. These interac-
tions are decidedly unexpected, in view of the high sample
reflectivity which makes it difficult for light to penetrate and
elicit any response at all. It has previously been shown9 that
the luminescence quenching and continuum emission in
Yb31, Er31:Y2O3 nanopowders result from a nonlinear
heating process involving principally the Yb ion, but no de-
tailed balance arguments have been presented to analyze the
initiation of thermal emission in high albedo samples using

transport theory. Prior work elsewhere also revealed broad
spectral emission upon laser irradiation of silicon
nanopowders.10 However, here we present results for dielec-
tric nanopowders that permit a detailed comparison with the
Planck blackbody spectrum over a wide range of wave-
lengths and leaves no doubt as to the origin of the observed
continuum emission in dielectric nanopowders. They also re-
veal the importance of sample porosity in facilitating the
effect. We carefully explore the roles of strong scattering and
heat transport at nanopowder surfaces to understand how
runaway heating is initiated and sustained on surfaces of
very high albedo. We also consider whether ‘‘dependent’’
scattering~multiple scattering with coherent field addition!
or light localization play any significant role in these unusual
laser-matter interactions.

The structure of the article is as follows. In Sec. II we
step through a sequence of theoretical models based on~i!
independent scattering,~ii ! a first-order correction to inde-
pendent scattering for coherent contributions, and~iii ! a two-
flux radiation transport theory, respectively. This helps estab-
lish what aspects of electromagnetic propagation are
necessary to predict heating and melting of high emissivity
powders by low intensity radiation. In Sec. III we then de-
scribe experimental procedures that were used to create and
study the nonlinear luminescence conditions of interest here.
Experimental results are presented in Sec. IV and discussed
in Sec. V.

By comparing theory and experiment, the role played by
local variations of nanopowder reflectivity~over distances on
the order of the wavelength! in elevating scattering rates and
increasing local absorption and heating is examined. Attenu-
ation lengths predicted by even the most comprehensive
~two-flux! model are found not to be in quantitative agree-
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ment with pure scattering measurements at wavelengths far
from the Yb resonance. On resonance, the experimental ex-
tinction length shows even poorer agreement with predic-
tions, pointing out the serious inadequacy of transport theory
of absorption when strong, dependent scattering is present in
highly porous media. The onset of melting is shown theoreti-
cally to depend strongly on the effective thermal conductiv-
ity, reflectivity and porosity of the sample, and melting is
predicted only at locations with high porosities~0.4,«
,0.9!, at the power levels of our experiments.

II. THEORY

The attenuation due to scattering in a random nano-
medium is predicted first for independent scattering and then
by including dependent scattering approximately to account
for spatial correlations of the fields scattered by close-packed
spherical particles. Dependent scattering is multiple scatter-
ing in which coherent field addition occurs and correlations
among scattering waves are important. It arises when scatter-
ing events take place within a distance shorter than the spa-
tial period of the electromagnetic wave of frequencyv. This
requires that near fields from adjacent scatterers overlap,11 a
condition that enormously complicates theoretical analysis.
In nanopowders, when the particle density is on the order of
100 per cubic wavelength, this complication is unfortunately
unavoidable. Dependent scattering calculations can be per-
formed exactly for one-dimensional layered dielectrics,12 ac-
counting completely for coherent addition of fields and at-
tendant properties in the high density limit. Of importance
for the discussion here is the finding that light is increasingly
transmitted through random media as particles less than a
wavelength in size are brought close together, despite the
reduction of the scattering mean free path to subwavelength
values. This may not seem unexpected since, as porosity
goes to zero, one rapidly approaches the limit of fully dense,
nonabsorbing solids that are transparent in the effective me-
dium limit. In recent experiments though12 it has been re-
ported that even at 15% of full density a similar regime may
be found in which the mean free path is shorter than the
wavelength and yet transparency becomes relatively high in
three-dimensional scattering media. Here we provide evi-
dence that traditional transport theory is inadequate to ex-
plain attenuation lengths on the order of millimeters at vis-
ible wavelengths in porous samples with mean free transport
distances that are less than an optical wavelength.

Attenuation distances for scattering and absorption are
first predicted using several approaches based on Mie theory.
Then, using the most comprehensive approach to radiative
transfer, the two-flux approximation, energy balance is ex-
plored within the model of laser-matter interaction depicted
in Fig. 1. This is the basis for applying radiation transport
theory to predict melting dynamics under the conditions of
our experiments.

A. Attenuation

We begin by calculating attenuation length in a system
of independent scatterers. We assume the porosity of the ran-

dom medium is high and nonuniform, with a significant dis-
tribution in particle sizes, in order to simulate closely the
conditions of our experiments.

A scanning electron micrograph~SEM! of a yttria nan-
opowder surface is shown in Fig. 2. The average particle size
in the photo is 30 nm, too small to be seen on the same scale
as the micron-sized, empty pore regions in as-grown mate-
rial. This photo illustrates the variability of porosity on the
scale of the optical wavelength. In some regions there are
clusters of particles, whereas other regions are empty, show-
ing that the local porosity can be much higher or lower than
the average. The average porosity^«& in the SEM appears to
be 0.5, but is actually much higher due to the porous nature
of particle clusters on the nanometer scale. So the powders
are neither uniformly dense nor monodisperse, and were
taken in our calculations to have a mean diameter^dp& and a
rectangular distribution of particle size (6Ddp).

For small particles, with size parametersa5pdp /l!1
satisfying the Rayleigh limit, the scattering and absorption
efficiencies are given by1

hs5
8

3
a4U«e21

«e11U
2

, ~1!

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the transport model of thermal and radiative
balance at the sample surface. Irradiation, reflection, absorption, and con-
duction processes are taken into account.

FIG. 2. Micrograph of doped yttria powder compact. Regions of high
porosity are evident.
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ha54a ImS «e21

«e11D , ~2!

where«e is the relative dielectric constant,«e5(ns1 iks)
2.

Note that in dielectric samples such as ours,ks arises strictly
from bound electron response~atomic absorption! and does
not give rise to surface wave and plasmonic effects that can
produce spectral modifications in the near-field region in sys-
tems with conduction electrons. For larger particles, Mie
theory is used, and since the analytic expressions are cum-
bersome, a computer program UNO can be used to calculate
the efficiencies.13 Figure 3 shows the variation of thehs and
ha calculated in this way for yttria particles of various sizes.
For convenience, Rayleigh theory was used forhs andha at
an excitation wavelength oflex5906 nm, and particle sizes
were assumed to be in the range 20–70 nm.

Next, to include the dependent scattering and absorption
at an effective porosity of 0.85, we examined a typical first-
order approach developed for small particles in Ref. 14. The
authors in Ref. 14 allowed for electromagnetic field interfer-
ence outside the particles, to obtain a two-parameter correc-
tion to correlations among scattered fields. Their correction
makes reasonable predictions for very small size parameters,
but gives negative scattering efficiency for large particles.
Here we use a simpler correction, which gives predictions
similar to those in Ref. 14 for small particles, while avoiding
its deficiency for large particles. Correcting for dependent
scattering, we have1

hsd5hs@111.5~12^«&!20.75~12^«&!2#, ~3!

had5ha@111.5~12^«&!20.75~12^«&!2#. ~4!

Using these expressions and accounting for the particle
size distributionN(dp)Ddp that specifies the number of par-
ticles with diameter betweendp and dp1Ddp per unit vol-
ume, the effective spectral scattering and absorption coeffi-
cients are found to be1

^ssd&5E
dp1

dp2
hsd~dp!

pdp
2

4
N~dp!ddp , ~5!

^sad&5E
dp1

dp2
had~dp!

pdp
2

4
N~dp!ddp . ~6!

To evaluate Eqs.~5! and ~6!, we assumed a uniform
distribution of diameters in the rangêdp&6Ddp , so that
dp15^dp&2Ddp , dp25^dp&1Ddp , and the number density
N(dp) was taken to be

N~dp!5
12^«&

*dp1

dp2
pdp

3

6
ddp

5
24~12^«&!

p~dp2
4 2dp1

4 !
. ~7!

Equations~3!, ~4!, ~5!, ~6!, and~7! were then used to deter-
mine ^ssd& and^sad& versus effective porositŷ«&. The pre-
dicted results are shown in Fig. 4.

Using these results, we now turn to the solution of the
equation of radiative transfer~ERT! containing the effective
scattering and absorption coefficients. As an effective me-
dium treatment, ERT is not capable of completely capturing
the dependent scattering effects. For that purpose, Maxwell’s
equations, with boundary conditions at all the particle-pore
interfaces, should be solved. This sort of calculation has been
done for one-dimensional layered dielectrics,12,15 and the re-
sults show a field enhancement phenomenon due to construc-
tive interference of the scattered fields. This enhancement is
thought to exist also in randomly packed, poly-sized spheri-
cal particles,16 however direct simulations in three dimen-
sions are too cumbersome to be practical at the present time.
It was suggested in Ref. 15 that the results of ERT are sta-
tistically equivalent to the average of the direct simulations
~after introducing corrections to the scattering and absorption
efficiencies based on the dependent scattering!. Thus, we use
this approach here, with the corrections of radiative proper-
ties given by Eqs.~3! and ~4!, to predict the intensity distri-
bution through the medium.

Assuming semi-isotropic intensitiesI 1 andI 2, the equa-
tions of the two-flux model are17

dI1

dx
52~ s̄1ā!I 11s̄I 2, ~8!

FIG. 3. Efficiencieshs andha for independent scattering and absorption of
single, spherical particles, calculated using the Rayleigh and Mie theories, as
a function of particle diameter forl5906 nm, ns51.8, and ks51.2
31025.

FIG. 4. Variation of predicted effective, dependent scattering and absorption
coefficients with respect to the effective porosity forl5906 nm,ns51.8,
andks51.231025.
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2
dI2

dx
52~ s̄1ā!I 21s̄I 1, ~9!

where ā52^sad&, s̄52B^ssd&, and B
51/2*21

0 F(u)d cosu is the backscatter fraction. Blackbody
emission is neglected in this attenuation analysis, although it
has recently been shown that the near-field effects of emis-
sion may be very important in nanoscale radiative
transfer.18,19 For media that support resonant surface waves,
the radiative energy exchange can be enhanced by several
orders of magnitude between a blackbody radiator and a test
particle, and must be taken into account.20 However, such
near-field effects are not important in lossless dielectrics that
cannot excite plasmonic surface waves. Additionally, the
complete neglect of the far-field emission in the attenuation
analysis is justified in the next section, where the contribu-
tion of the emitted energy is shown to be very small, com-
pared to the scattering and absorption.

The predicted distribution of the scattering phase func-
tion is shown in Fig. 5, for particles near the Rayleigh re-
gime. Both Rayleigh and Mie results are shown in the figure,
however. Near the Rayleigh limit, the scattering is semi-
isotropic and the phase functionF(u)53/4(11cos2 u)
yields a backscattering fraction ofB50.5. For 50 nm par-
ticles the Rayleigh and Mie results are similar. For larger
particles, scattering is stronger in the forward direction and
Mie scattering theory should be used.

The boundary conditions for Eqs.~8! and ~9! are I 1(0)
51 and I 2(L)50; these equations may be solved for the
effective transmittancêTr& and reflectancêr r&. The results
are

^Tr&5I 1~L !5
2b

~11b2!sinh~gL !12b cosh~gL !
, ~10!

^r r&5I 2~0!5
~12b2!sinh~gL !

~11b2!sinh~gL !12b cosh~gL !
, ~11!

where

b5@ ā/~ ā12s̄ !#1/2, g5@ ā~ ā12s̄ !#1/2. ~12!

In Eq. ~10!, ^Tr& is a function of sample thicknessL, and the
variation of ln̂Tr& with respect toL is shown in Fig. 6. For
small L the initial variation of ln̂Tr& is nonlinear, but for
large L it becomes linear asymptotically. This is due to the
2b cosh(gL) term in Eq.~10!, which vanishes for largeL. By
defining an attenuation length,att according to

^Tr&

^Tr&0
5expS 2

L2L0

,att
D , ~13!

the asymptotic slopes of plots like Fig. 6 can be used to
compare attenuation in thick random dielectric media using
the expression

,att
2152

ln~^Tr&!2 ln~^Tr&0!

L2L0
. ~14!

The attenuation lengths predicted from the two-flux model
for various particle sizes are discussed further in Sec. V.

The two-flux model presented above is an important ex-
tension of earlier diffusive wave models21 that now includes
dependent scattering to first order. In Eqs.~8! and ~9!, the
last term on the right of each equation represents a contribu-
tion to the propagating flux coming from re-scattering of
radiation previously scattered in the backward direction.
These terms introduce independent and dependent multiple
scattering in such a way that no assumption is made about
the incident plane wave becoming directionally randomized
after propagating a certain distance (zp in Ref. 21!. This
latter approach leads to an internal source term and different
boundary conditions compared to the two-flux model but
does not make the particle size dependence explicit. The ad-
equacy of the present model is compared directly with that of
Ref. 21 in the discussion.

B. Melting

In this section a simple transient thermal analysis is used
to predict the time of onset of meltingtm. Because of strong
scattering the incident field is exponentially attenuated, caus-
ing absorption~proportional to the square of the field! to take
place mainly in a thin layer very near the surface of the
medium. For simplicity, it is therefore assumed in our melt-
ing analysis that absorption takes place right at the surface.

FIG. 5. Variation of independent scattering phase function predicted from
Rayleigh~solid! and Mie~dashed! theory, with respect to the polar angle for
l5906 nm,ns51.8, andks51.231025.

FIG. 6. Variation of effective transmission with respect to sample thickness
calculated forl5906 nm,ns51.8, andks51.231025.
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This allows for an analytic solution to the transient conduc-
tion. We also treat the radiative emission as a surface emis-
sion for the same reason~as will be shown, due to the domi-
nance of thermal conduction, this emission is negligible!.
The amount of energy absorbed is determined from the two-
flux model. The predicted melting onset time is to be consid-
ered a lower limit~compared to that expected from a distrib-
uted energy treatment!.

Figure 1 provides a schematic diagram of the irradiation,
absorption, and transmission of light through the powder, as
well as the formation of a molten well in the material. Upon
wicking and evaporation, this well deepens to form a cylin-
drical hole in the compact. At the surface of the compact, the
surface energy equation is22

Qrck1Qr5Ṡe,s , ~15!

where

Ṡe,s5^a r&Qr ,i , ~16!

Qrck5
T~ t !2T`

Rrck~ t !
. ~17!

HereQrck , Qr , andQr ,i specify energy flux rates for tran-
sient thermal conduction, net radiative exchange, and the in-
cident radiation, respectively. The term̂a r& is the absor-
bance and is given bŷa r&512^r r&2^Tr&:Rrck is the
conduction resistance andṠe,s is the absorbed power, calcu-
lated fromQr,i by taking the absorbance into account.

The transient conductive heat transfer rateQrck varies
over the circular areax21y2<(D/2)2 on the upper surface
of the assumed, semi-infinite compact. Noting that the center
of the circle (x50, y50) will have the highest temperature
and largest conduction resistance, we select this point as the
origin and takeQrck to be constant. For the transient con-
duction resistanceRrck we find23

Rrck5
2~^a&t !1/2

^k& H i erf c~0!2 i erf cF D

4~^a&t !1/2G J ,

~18!

where^k& and^a& are the effective thermal conductivity and
diffusivity, respectively,t is time, andi erf c is the comple-
mentary error function. The diameterD540mm was se-
lected to correspond with the experimental laser spot size.
^a& and ^k& are related by the formulâa&5^k&/^r&^cp&,
where^cp& is the effective specific heat given by^cp&5@(1
2^«&)(rcp)s1^«&(rcp) f #/@(12^«&)rs1^«&r f # , and^r& is
the effective densitŷr&5(12^«&)rs1^«&r f . The effective
thermal conductivity is given by1

~^k&/kf !5~ks /kf !
0.28– 0.757 log~«!20.057 log~ks /kf !. ~19!

Equation~19! shows that̂ k& decreases with increasing po-
rosity «. By virtue of Eq. ~17!, the conduction resistance
therefore also increases with porosity. At^«&50.8, the aver-
age values of the thermal conductivity, capacity, and diffu-
sivity are ^k&50.094 W/m K, ^cp&5502 J/kg K, and^a&
51.7731027 m2/s, based on solid and fluid densities of yt-
tria rs55046 kg/m3 and r f51.177 kg/m3, respectively

~yielding ^r&53280 kg/m3!, thermal conductivities ks

515 W/m K,24 andkf50.026 W/m K, and thermal capacities
cp,s5502.4 J/kg K andcp, f51005 J/kg K.

The radiation heat fluxQr is given by22

Qr5
sSB@T~ t !42T`

4 #

Rr ,«1Rr ,F1~Rr ,«!`
, ~20!

where

Rr ,«5
12^« r&
Ar^« r&

, Rr ,F5
1

ArF
, ~Rr ,«!`50 ~21!

andsSB is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant,^« r& is the emis-
sivity which is estimated as 0.5,Ar is the radiation surface,
andF is the view factor.T(t) is the temperature at timet. By
substituting Eqs.~16!–~21! into Eq. ~15!, one finds

T~ t !2T`

2~^a&t !1/2

^k& H i erfc~0!2 i erfcF D

4~^a&t !1/2G J
1

sSB@T~ t !42T`
4 #

1

Ar« r

5^a r&Qr ,i . ~22!

For temperatures lower than the melting temperatureTm ,
sample radiation makes a negligible contribution to the over-
all energy balance. This can be seen on the basis of the
comparative magnitudes of the two terms on the left side of
Eq. ~22!.

T~ t !2T`

2~^a&t !1/2

^k& H i erf c~0!2 i erfcF D

4~^a&t !1/2G J
@

sSB@T~ t !42T`
4 #

1

Ar« r

, ~23!

that is, to a very good approximation, Eq.~15! can be re-
duced toQrck5Ṡe,s .

Implicit in Eq. ~22! is the conclusion that the time to
onset of meltingtm depends on the compact absorbance
^a r&. Upon close scrutiny of Eqs.~3!, ~4!, ~7!, ~9!–~11!, we
also find that^a r& is a function of porositŷ «&. Figure 7
shows the dependence of^r r&, ^Tr&, ^a r& on porosity ex-
plicitly. Note that^a r& decreases aŝ«& increases. The varia-
tion in time to melt is shown in Fig. 8, for an incident power
of Qr ,i5400 mW and a compact absorption of^a r&50.04.
The results predict that melting occurs in less than 8 ms
under these conditions. These equations also predict thattm

depends on the local porosity for a given irradiance. As dis-
cussed further in Sec. V, at low intensities Eq.~22! predicts
no melting at any porosity for subthreshold intensities, then
selective melting for porous regions at intermediate intensi-
ties, and finally complete melting at all porosities for very
high intensity.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Samples for the present experiments were rare-earth-
doped nanopowders (Yb31,Er31:Y2O3) synthesized by
flame spray pyrolysis as described in an earlier publication.25

Particle size was 30 nm and compacts were prepared by
lightly compressing powder into Al holders~at pressures,2
lb./in.2! with a miniature press that achieved a filling fraction
of approximately 0.15. The number of scatterers per wave-
length in samples prepared this way greatly exceeded 1000
and scattering mean free paths were therefore much less than
a wavelength. At such high densities dependent scattering
should be prevalent. Consequently, we measured transmis-
sion properties and blackbody spectral dynamics in search of
evidence that dependent scattering was necessary to account
for our results.

The optical transmission through a free-standing nan-
opowder wedge was measured using an integrating sphere,
with the sample placed at the entrance to the sphere. A
continuous-wave Ti:sapphire laser was tuned to the wave-
lengths near the2F7/2(0)→2F5/2(28) resonance of Yb31 at
905.6 nm, using a two-plate birefringent filter. The sample

was translated parallel to the direction of increasing thick-
ness, and the transmittance versus thickness was recorded
with a photomultiplier. The attenuation lengths were then
obtained for the wavelengths on and off the resonance. A
more detailed account of these measurements has been pub-
lished in Ref. 9. Sample emission versus incident intensity
was also recorded on the erbium2H11/22

4I15/2 upconversion
probe transition atlem5522.4 nm using a 1 mgrating spec-
trometer. Full scans over the available range of intensities
required 1/2 h or more. Results for total emission intensity
versus excitation rate are given in Fig. 9~a!. Similar results
were obtained on all Yb and Er transitions, regardless of
transition wavelength.

Samples irradiated with powers exceeding 400 mW ex-
hibited very unusual emission characteristics. A bright white
continuum appeared above an abrupt threshold of incident
intensity. The spectrum of this emission was recorded with
the spectrometer using a single grating and, after correction
for instrumental response with a standard lamp, gave the
result shown in Fig. 9~b!. Samples subjected to intensities in

FIG. 7. Variation of compact effective reflectivity with respect to effective
porosity of the compact, for a few values of sample thickness.

FIG. 8. Variation of peak surface temperature of the compact with respect to
time, up to the onset of melting, calculated for an input power of 400 mW
and ^r r&50.78. Other parameters werel5906 nm,ns51.8, andks51.2
31025.

FIG. 9. ~a! Luminescence intensity of Er, Yb:Y2O3 nanopowder as a func-
tion of input power, showing quenching of Er upconversion emission at
powers just below 200 mW and the sudden onset of continuum radiation
near 400 mW. Inset: schematic of energy transfer dynamics responsible for
Er emission at low input powers. The laser is tuned to the resonant absorp-
tion of Yb31 at lex5905.6 nm, and the dashed curve gives the result of a
detailed microscopic theory based on Eq.~15! of the present article and
population rate equations as discussed in Ref. 9.~b! The spectrum of con-
tinuum emission, recorded with a 1 mspectrograph and photomultiplier with
a cutoff wavelength of 960 nm~response corrected using a standard lamp
calibration!. The dashed curve is a fit to a Planck distribution withT
51910 K.
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excess of 30 kW/cm2 were subsequently examined by scan-
ning electron microscopy. They revealed clear evidence of
melting ~Fig. 10!. Additionally, the formation of ceramic
tubes was noted under these conditions and several were ex-
tracted for examination by sifting through irradiated pow-
ders.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

From our transmission measurements, characteristic
lengths for experimental scattering lengths, total attenuation,
and absorption were determined. The off-resonance attenua-
tion length~due exclusively to elastic scattering at 870 nm!
was found to be,5510 mm. The total attenuation length on
resonance was 324mm. Consequently, it was possible to de-
termine the experimental absorption length for Yb31 impu-
rities in free-standing yttria powder from the difference of
the inverse lengths to be,a5893mm. These determinations
permitted a direct comparison of the two-flux model predic-
tion with experiment~See Sec. V!.

Sample emission characteristics were found to vary dra-
matically with excitation rate in laser irradiation experi-
ments. At low incident power luminescent intensity rose qua-
dratically and was entirely due to rare-earth luminescence. In
Fig. 9~a! this corresponds to the regime at the left of the
figure below 100 mW. Behavior in this range was typical of
Er luminescence sensitized by infrared-excited Yb impurities
in yttria powders.26,27At higher input powers, luminescence
underwent an abrupt and universal reversal, however. Lumi-
nescence was strongly quenched. Between 150 and 350 mW,
all transitions steadilydecreased in intensity@middle of Fig.
9~a!#. Next, above 350 mW in the figure, bright continuum
emission appeared. This emission had the~instrumentally
corrected! spectrum shown in Fig. 9~b!. The dashed line
shows the result of a fit to a Planck distribution withT
51910 K. Excellent agreement is obtained with a blackbody
curve at all wavelengths shorter than the detector cutoff at
960 nm. Data at the laser wavelength of 906 nm have been
omitted because of the large Rayleigh peak there. Also, the
apparent background at wavelengths longer than 1mm is due
to overlapping visible orders of the single grating used to
perform the scan.

When the incident power was held at 350 mW and the
sample position was scanned laterally, an interesting obser-
vation was made. White light was not generated uniformly
over the sample surface. In only a few select locations was
the nonlinear heating cycle effective enough at low input
powers to reach the blackbody emission threshold on uni-
form, pristine surfaces. At significantly higher powers, white
light could be generated at any location on the sample. Close
physical and chemical examination of samples revealed no
evidence of surface impurities that could catalyze such non-
uniform response at low powers. Indeed flame spray pyroly-
sis yields as-grown powders with compositions virtually
identical to the 99.99% pure precursor solutions. The pow-
ders are carbon free when proper oxidation conditions are
maintained.25 This indicated that some intrinsic property like
local porosity of the surface was responsible for the varia-
tions.

At powers well over 400 mW, light-induced material
processing occurred, as we noted earlier. The interior wall of
one microtube that was formed from yttria nanopowder was
later examined by small-angle electron diffraction. The re-
sults are presented in Figs. 11~a! and 11~b!, respectively. Fig-
ure 11~a! shows the complete diffraction rings of a typical
powder pattern. Figure 11~b!, on the other hand, shows the
re-solidified inner wall of the tube, exhibiting a fourfold
symmetric pattern of spots consistent with cubic phase yttria.
This pattern did not vary over distances of several hundred
microns, further indicating that single crystal growth took
place during the formation of the tube.

V. DISCUSSION

The measured attenuation lengths~off and on the absorp-
tion resonance! are compared in Fig. 12 with predictions of
the two-flux model with (ks51.231025) and without ab-
sorption (ks50), respectively. For values off resonance the
attenuation differs from the calculation by only a factor of 2,
whereas the measured extinction coefficient on resonance
~including absorption! differs by considerably more from the
theoretical prediction. This discrepancy may be due to a sys-
tematic error in the estimation of scattering coefficientks , or
it could be due to a breakdown of diffusion theory in the
presence of strong dependent scattering. While specification
of the particle size distribution~on the experiment side! or
adequacy of the two-flux model~on the calculation side! are
potential issues, independent results12 suggest that this dis-
crepancy is indeed a manifestation of the breakdown of dif-
fusion theory and mean field approaches to multiple scatter-
ing in general.

From the results of Sec. II we can infer that regions with
high local porosities melt most easily, and initiate melting in
real compacts. Figure 13 shows the predicted time-to-melttm

as a function of porosity, for various levels of irradiation
between 200 and 500 mW. These results show that under
conditions of high porosity (0.4<^« r&<1) the compact
melts in a fraction of a second at moderate powers, but that
at low porosities it does not melt at all, regardless of incident
power, on normal laboratory time scales. As the porosity
decreases from 0.6 to 0.3 forQr ,i5500 mW, tm increases by

FIG. 10. Formation of hollow microtubes well above the white light thresh-
old intensity.
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nine orders of magnitude. Higher power levels do reduce the
time to melt when the porosity is high enough to permit
melting.

The main result of this analysis is that effective porosity
plays a key role in determining whether melting takes place
at a particular point on the sample surface. This agrees with
the experimental observation that white light generation and
melting vary markedly over the surface of a nominally ‘‘uni-
form’’ powder. Clearlylocal porosity, as sampled within the
beam of the incident laser, is important in the initiation of
resonant, nonlinear heating. So the inhomogeneous nature of
the density distribution at the surface of our samples is an

important contributing factor to thermal response in the
light-surface interaction. Because dependent scattering is
variable but pronounced at porosities as high as 0.9, it is
possible that coherent multiple scattering plays an important
role in the experimental results on initiation of melting and
single crystal growth reported here. We have shown that
transport theory cannot quantitatively predict the absorption
length in our samples, so we are unable to show decisively
that dependent scattering plays a dominant role in the phe-
nomena described in this article. However, we cannot offer
any mechanism other than dependent scattering to resolve
the discrepancies. Improved models that account for depen-
dent scattering effects without relying on ensemble averages
or diffusion theory should be developed to improve the over-
all agreement with absorption, scattering, and light-induced
melting behavior of dense multiple-scattering media.

FIG. 11. Electron diffraction photos of~a! unprocessed powder and~b! the
inner wall of a typical microtube.

FIG. 12. Variation of predicted attenuation length with respect to average
particle size, for several values of index of extinction atl5906 nm and
ns51.8. The experimental results on and off absorption resonance are also
shown. The parameter isDdp510 nm.

FIG. 13. Variation of the predicted times of the onset of melting, with
respect to effective porositŷ«&, for a few values of incident powers be-
tween 200 and 500 mW.
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